
What same-sex “marriage”
has done to Massachusetts

It’s far worse than most people realize.

URGENT NEW INFORMATION

Anyone who thinks that same-sex 

“marriage” is a benign eccentricity 

which won’t affect the average 

person should consider what it has 

done to Massachusetts since 2004.  

It’s become a hammer to force the 
acceptance and normalization of 
homosexuality on everyone.  The 

slippery slope is real. New radical 

demands never cease.  What has

happened in the last several years is 

truly frightening.

On November 18, 2003, the 

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial 

Court announced its Goodridge 

opinion, declaring that it was 

unconstitutional not to allow 

same-sex “marriage.”  Six months 

later, despite public outrage, 

homosexual “weddings” began to 

take place.  And that was just the 
beginning . . .
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BIG, BIG CHANGES ARE COMING !!!!!

GET A SHOCKING SNEAK PREVIEW OF WHAT’S COMING TO
HAWAII IF HOMOSEXUAL ‘MARRIAGE’ PASSES  (see other side)



FOR ALL THE SHOCKING DETAILS, PLEASE VISIT:
www.MassResistance .org
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Attacks on Religion
Churches and religious people have been 
demonized, harassed and threatened – 
with no punishment for the perpetrators. 
Since the “gay marriage” ruling, those 
who publicly disagree with “gay 
marriage” or the normalcy of 
homosexuality – or hold events 
promoting traditional beliefs – are targets 
of militant retribution by homosexual 
activists.

In 2012 someone threatened to burn 
down a Catholic Church in Acushnet 
which posted the words “Two men are 
friends, not spouses” on its outdoor sign.

In 2010 a Catholic elementary school 
balked at letting a lesbian couple enroll 
their son. As a result, the school was 
excoriated in the media and even by the 
local liberal state representative as 
“discriminatory.”

In 2009 angry homosexual activists 
terrorized the Park Street Church in 
Boston while it was holding an ex-gay 
religious training session inside.

In 2006 dozens of screaming homosexual 
activists drowned out the speeches at an 
outdoor pro-marriage rally in Worcester 
organized by Catholic Vote, yelling 
“Bigots” and disgusting chants.

In 2006 a group of homosexual activists 
with signs taunted and screamed at 
people entering and leaving the Tremont 
Temple Baptist Church

In 2005 hundreds of homosexual activists 
terrorized the Tremont Temple Baptist 
Church with makeshift coffins, screaming 
obscenities through loudspeakers as the 
national pro-family group Focus on the 
Family held a religious conference inside.

Radicalized Public Education
The homosexual “marriage” onslaught in 
public schools across the state started 
soon after the November 2003 court ruling.

At my own children’s high school there was a 
schoolwide assembly to celebrate same-sex 
“marriage” in early December 2003.

By the following year it was in elementary 
school curricula – with hostility toward 
parents who disagreed. Kindergartners in 
Lexington, Mass. were given copies of a 
picture book, Who’s in a Family?, telling 
them that same-sex couples are just 
another kind of family, just like their own 
parents.

The next year, second graders at the same 
school were read a book, King and King, 
about two men who fall in love and marry 
each other, ending with a picture of them 
kissing.  When parents Robb and Robin 
Wirthlin complained, they were told that 
the school had no obligation to notify 
them or allow them to opt their child out.

In 2007 a federal judge ruled that because of 
“gay marriage” in Massachusetts, parents 
have no rights regarding the teaching of 
homosexual relationships in schools.

Think about that: Because same-sex 
marriage is “legal,” federal judges have 
ruled that the schools now have a duty to 
portray homosexual relationships as 
normal to children, despite what parents 
think or believe!

It has become commonplace in 
Massachusetts schools for teachers to 
display photos of their same-sex 
“spouses” and occasionally bring their 
“spouses” to school functions.

“Gay days” in schools are considered 
necessary to fight “intolerance” against 
same-sex relationships.

Assault on Businesses
All insurance in Massachusetts must now 
recognize samesex “married” couples in 
their coverage. This includes auto 
insurance, health insurance, life 
insurance, etc., which drives up costs.

Businesses must recognize same-sex 
“married” couples in all their benefits, 
activities, etc., regarding both employees 
and customers.

People can now get fired from their jobs 
for expressing religious objections to 
same-sex “marriage.”

The wedding industry is required to serve 
the homosexual community if requested.

Businesses are often “tested” for 
tolerance by homosexual activists.

Gay “marriage” has radically altered
life in Massachusetts FOREVER:

THERE’S A LOT MORE AT STAKE . . .

AND THESE ARE JUST SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF GAY ‘MARRIAGE’ ON MASSACHUSETTS’ . . .

PLEASE KOKUA TODAY
BY CONTACTING
THESE LEGISLATORS:

Representative Mizuno, John M. (D) 
E-Mail:  repmizuno@capitol.hawaii.gov

Phone 586‐6050  •  Fax 586‐6051

Representative Ichiyama, Linda (D) 
E-Mail:  repichiyama@capitol.hawaii.gov

Phone 586‐6220  •  Fax 586‐6221

Representative Takai, K. Mark (D) 
E-Mail:  reptakai@capitol.hawaii.gov

Phone 586‐8455  •  Fax 586‐8459

Representative Awana, Karen (D) 
E-Mail:  repawana@capitol.hawaii.gov

Phone 586‐8465  •  Fax 586‐8469

CLICK ON THE LINK
FOR THE BOOKLET:

NO! NO! NO! to
Homosexual ‘marriage’ 


